IFUNA Office Bearers

(Duly elected in the National Council Meeting held on Sunday, the 8th April 2018)

1. Mrs. Bijoya Chakrabarty
   President - IFUNA
   Hon’ble Member of Parliament
   H.No.39, Bye Line No.1
   Srinagar Guwahati-781005
   P.S.-Dispur, Dist.-Kamrup, Assam

2. Shri S.P.Kalra
   Dy. Chairman -IFUNA
   B-231 (C), Ground Floor
   Greater Kailash – I
   New Delhi - 110 048

3. Mr A.S.Talwar
   Dy. Chairman - IFUNA
   D-102, UNESCO Apartments
   55, I.P.Extn ,Delhi-110 092

4. Mr. Sitaram Sharma
   Vice-President
   Kothi No. B-3
   J K Lane (Mayfair Road)
   Kolkata – 700 019

5. Lt. Col. R C Passi
   Vice-President
   A-606, UNESCO Apartments
   55, I.P.Extn
   Delhi-110 092.

6. Mr. Chander P Mahajan
   Vice-President
   Himachal Pradesh UNA
   Cottage No.17, Shantllok
   Forest Hill Road
   Jhaku, Shimla – 171 002

7. Mr. Saugata Roy
   Vice President - IFUNA
   58, Lodhi Estate
   New Delhi- 110 003

8. Dr. O.P. Singh
   Vice-President - IFUNA
   Uttar Pradesh UN A
   510/173A, New Hyderabad
   Lucknow – 226007

9. Mr Dharam Vir Bhakoo
   Vice-President - IFUNA
   B-92, 2nd Floor, Gulmohar Park
   New Delhi-110 049.

10. Mr. Kailash Khosla
    Vice-President - IFUNA
    E-4/1, DLF Qutub Enclave
    Phase-I,Gurgaon, Haryana

11. Mrs. Mohini Mathur
    Vice-President - IFUNA
    Flat No.11032, Tower 11
    APS 1 HAMLET
    Sector -104, Noida – 201304

12. Mr. H S Ranauta
    Vice-President - IFUNA
    Chandigarh UNA
    House No.1070 , Sector 27 B
    Chandigarh.

13. Mr. Suresh Srivastava
    Secretary General -IFUNA
    C-31,First Floor
    Panchsheel Enclave
    New Delhi – 110 017
14. Mr. P M Parvatiyar  
Treasurer -IFUNA  
C-6, Raj Residency  
Kaushambi, Near Dabur Tower  
Ghaziabad – 201 010

15. Mr. Vinayak Srivastava  
Addl. Sec. General -IFUNA  
C-31,First Floor  
Panchsheel Enclave  
New Delhi – 110 017

16. Mr. Sasthamangalam Mohan  
Addl. Sec. General -IFUNA  
KFUNA, School View  
Sasthamangalam  
Trvandrum Distt, KERALA.

17. Mr. Arun Sagar Talwar  
Addl. Sec. General -IFUNA  
D-102, UNESCO Apartments  
55, I.P.Extn  
Delhi - 110092

18. Mr. K Jibon Singh  
Addl.Sec.General -IFUNA  
Keishampat, Thiyam Leikai  
Imphal, Manipur – 795 001.

19. Mr. A A Syed  
Secretary -IFUNA  
68, Development Bank Building  
3rd Floor, Palton Road  
Crawford Market  
MUMBAI-1.

20. Dr. (Prof). Ashan Riddi  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Rajiv Gandhi University  
Ita Nagar, Rohno Hills, Doimuki  
Arunachal Pradesh – 791 112

21. Mr. V Narayanan  
Secretary -IFUNA  
TamilNadu UN Associations  
“India”, 8, Kalashetra Ave  
Tiruvanmiyur  
Chennai – 600 041

22. Mr. Manoranjan Patnaik  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Municipality Qtr.No.2  
Rathagada, Dhenkanal  
Odisha.

23. Ms. Harmeet Bajaj  
Secretary -IFUNA  
C-349, Defense Colony  
NEW DELHI-110 024.

24. Mr. Pravesh Khanna  
Secretary -IFUNA  
F – 3, South Extension Part – II  
New Delhi – 110 049

25. Mr. Sanjay Kalra  
Secretary  
B-231 (C), Ground Floor  
Greater Kailash – I  
New Delhi – 110 048.

26. Dr. Aswini Sarma  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Kannachal P.O – Silpukhuri  
Guwahati – 781 003, Assam

27. Mr. J P Chawla  
Secretary -IFUNA  
D-111, Vivek Vihar  
Delhi-110 095.

28. Mr. Mayur Srivastava  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Flat No.601  
Aggarsain Appartsments  
LUV Block  
Plot No. 66, I.P. Extension  
Delhi-110 092.

29. Mr. Lingutla Jayaramulu  
Secretary -IFUNA  
101, First Floor  
Indrajyoti Apartments  
1-2-33/5, Gagan Mahal Road  
Domalaguda  
Hyderabad – 500 029
30. Mr. Pankaj Deka  
Secretary -IFUNA  
C/ O...Khroo Kyndiah  
Nongrim Road  
Near Laitumkhrah Police Station  
Shillong , Meghalaya-793003

31. Mr. Sudhanshu Srivastava  
Secretary -IFUNA  
24/1, Strachy Road  
Civil Lanes, Allahabad  
UP.

32. Mrs. Priyanka Saksena  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Flat No. 502, MOSIC Apartments  
Sector – 4, Vaishali, Ghaziabad

33. Mr. Prem Nath  
Secretary -IFUNA  
Emperor – 1/301  
Supertech Emerald Court  
Sector – 93A, Expressway  
Noida – 201 305

34. Mr. Ashok Sharma  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
Flat No.1065-A, Sector – B-1  
Behind Fortis Hospital  
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi – 70.

35. Mr. Saurab Verma  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
F-31, 4th Floor, Sun Divine  
Opp. Prasang Party Plot  
RC Technical Road  
Gota, Ahmedabad – 382481

36. Mrs. Meena Srivastava  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
C-31, First Floor  
Panchsheel Enclave  
New Delhi – 110 017

37. Mrs. Manjari Saxena  
Member Executive  
C-4/70, Safdarjung Dev.Area  
New Delhi-110 017.

38. Mr. Bharat Babbar  
Member Executive  
Kothi No.124  
Sector 15, Faridabad  
Haryana.

39. Mr Shanti Swaroop Bhakoo  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
B-92, (2nd Floor)  
Gulmohar Park, New Delhi -17

40. Mrs. Jyotsna Kalra  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
B-231 (C), Ground Floor  
Greater Kailash – I  
New Delhi - 48.

41. Mr. Sarthak Ghonkrokta  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
I/V, Palika Vihar  
Mother Teresa Crescent  
New Delhi - 110011

42. Ms. Vertika Sharma  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
Flat No.601  
Aggarsain Apartments  
LUV Block  
Plot No. 66, I.P.Extension  
Delhi-110 092.

43. Mr. Ashraf Ahmad Sheikh  
Member Executive -IFUNA  
102, Cadel Queen A CHS Ltd.  
'A' Wing, 19/A SVS Marg, Mahim (W) Mumbai - 400 016.

44. Mrs. Shivalika Verma  
Member Executive  
F-31, 4th Floor, Sun Divine  
Opp. Prasang Party Plot  
RC Technical Road  
Gota, Ahmedabad – 382481

45. Mrs. Anita Kapur  
Member Executive  
B- 604, UNESCO Apartments  
I.P. Extension, Delhi – 110 092.
46. Mrs. Monika Dhawan  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
B-606, UNESCO Apptts.  
Plot No.55, I P Extension  
Delhi-110 092

47. Mr. Sanat Jain  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Chhattisgarh UN Association  
Alok Bhavan, Opp. GSI  
Dagania, Raipur (CG) 492 010

48. Dr. Subhash Purohit  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Gole Building Road  
Jodhpur.

49. Mr. Rajat Chawla  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
D-111, Vivek Vihar  
Delhi-110 095.

50. Mr. Sundeep Bhutoria  
Member Executive – IFUNA  
(Subject matter in Suit No. 554/2019  
District Court Saket)  
1A, Camac Court  
25 – B, Camac Street  
Kolkata – 700 016

51. Dr P D Bhatnagar  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
4649/1, Daryaganj  
New Delhi-110 002.

52. Ms. Kusum Mussaddi  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
306, Khaitan Mansion  
22 DL Khan Road  
Kolkata – 700 025 – WB

53. Mr. Rajeev Maheshwari  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Tower House, 1st Floor  
2-A Chowringhee Square  
Kolkata – 700 069

54. Mr. Pradeep Jain  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Plot no- 84/G-2, Ground Floor  
Opposite Radha Krishna Park  
Shalimar Garden Extn-1  
Sahibabad,(U.P)-201005.

55. Mr. Raj Kumar Sharma  
Member Executive  
Flat No.19, South Avenue  
New Delhi – 110 011

56. Mrs. Neelam Babbar  
Member Executive  
124, Sector 15  
FARIDABAD.

57. Ms. Meenakshi Verma  
C- 31, First Floor  
Panchsheel Enclave  
New Delhi - 110017  
Cell No. 8586095420

58. Dr. Narender Khetrar Pal  
Member Executive  
D-129, 1st Floor, Vivek Vihar  
Delhi-110 095.

59. Mr. Anuj Saxena  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Flat No. 502, MOSIC Apartments  
Sector – 4, Vaishali  
Ghaziabad, UP.

60. Dr. Madhuri Khosla  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
E-4/1, DLF Qutub Enclave  
Phase-I, Gurgaon  
HARYANA.

61. Mrs. Veena Sharma  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Flat No.1065-A, Sector – B-1  
Behind Fortis Hospital  
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi – 70.
62. Mrs. Usha Khanna  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
House No.2, Block A-1  
Opp. Rani Public School  
Sant Nagar, Delhi = 110 084

63. Mr. Dipayan Pattanaik  
Member Executive - IFUNA  
Town Hall Road  
Post - Telenga Bazar  
Cuttack - 753009  
Odisha